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Meeting Minutes 
Computational Acoustics TSG 

 
1. Meeting opened by CA TSG Chair (K. Wilson) at 4:30 pm. 

 
2. Introductions. The meeting had 31 participants. 
 
3. We did it!!! The formation of a TSG and future possibilities (e.g., forming a TC) were 

discussed. 
 
4. Scheduling of TSG meetings. Those present generally felt the current time slot, from 1630 to 

1800 on Thursday, was fine. 
 

5. Discussion of future ASA meetings and special sessions: 
 

176th Victoria, British Columbia (Joint with Canadian Acoustical Association) 
 
The meeting was generally viewed favorably, although a number of issues were noted. The 
app had incorrect rooms, which resulted in some of the CA TSG members going to the 
Douglas Room rather than the Esquimalt. Some expressed the viewpoint that the meeting 
was scattered, with lots of walking. Signage could be better. Afternoon breaks without coffee 
were a frustration. Tuesday’s social buffet was excellent in a nice venue, but it was confusing 
about where to find food (like a maze), and there was no central meeting place. Could 
members have more input regarding the venues? A particular frustration was the many 
withdrawn papers. What was the cause? Should authors confirm their intent to present papers 
after they receive the acceptance notice?  

 
 
177th Louisville, Kentucky (Spring 2019)  13-17 May 2019 
Meeting Postcard Mailed and Website Released: 29 Oct 2018 and 12 Nov 2018 
Abstract Deadline:  17 Dec 2018 
Technical Program Organizing Meeting (TPOM):  24 Jan 2019 

 
Special sessions have already been organized. The sessions with CA connections are: 
 
Finite Difference Time Domain Method Across Acoustics 
(Computational Acoustics joint with Biomedical Acoustics, Physical Acoustics, Underwater 
Acoustics, Signal Processing in Acoustics, Structural Acoustics and Vibration) 
Organized by: Michelle Swearingen, Jennifer Cooper, Subha Maruvada 
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Uncertainty in Propagation Prediction 
(Underwater Acoustics joint with Physical Acoustics, Structural Acoustics and Vibration, 
Acoustical Oceanography, Signal Processing in Acoustics, Computational Acoustics)  
Organized by: Jennifer Cooper, D. Keith Wilson  

 
 
178th San Diego (Fall 2019) 2-6 Dec 2019 
Final Special Session Forms due by Friday 
Hotel Del Coronada – nice location right on beach. 

 
Forms must be submitted this week. Link to form is 
https://tinyurl.com/SanDiegoSpecialSession. It was noted that the special session form does 
not allow CA to be specified as a co-sponsor. Proposed sessions: 

K. Wu and K. Wilson, “Application of model reduction to computational acoustics”. 
Description: Model reduction approaches for large, complex numerical models. The 
approaches may be based on physical insight or advanced numerical techniques. 

J. Cooper and M. Swearingen, “Parabolic equation methods across acoustics.” Description: 
Comparison of the use of parabolic equation methods in different areas in acoustics. 

A. Bonomo et al., “Computational methods for mid-frequency structural acoustics”. (Joint 
with SA.) 

L. Brill and M. Vorlander, “Computational applications for architectural acoustics”. (Joint 
with AA.) 

A. Wall, “Supersonic jet aeroacoustics.” (Joint with Noise and PA.) 

Volunteers for the TPOM were requested. None forthcoming. 
 
 
179th Chicago (Spring 2020) 11-15 May 2020 
 
Preliminary Special Session Forms due by Friday. Chicago Tentative Sessions Form: 
https://tinyurl.com/ChicagoTentativeSession. No descriptive sentence necessary now. 
Proposed special sessions: 

J. Cooper and M. Swearingen, “Ray methods across acoustics.” 

K. Wu and R. Muhlheisen, “Showcase of high-performance computing across acoustics.” 

Sean Riley, “Acoustics in embedded processors.” 
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Future Meetings: 
180th Cancun (Fall 2020) 9-13 Nov 2020 
181st To Be Determined (Spring 2021) 
182nd Sydney, Australia (Fall 2121) 6-10 Dec 2021 

 
6. Hot Topics presentation: The CA TSG is scheduled to give one of the three Hot Topics 

presentations at the Louisville meeting. Suggestions for presenters and topics were solicited. 
A general CA overview was suggested by the TSG membership. The topic “Mid-frequency 
and mid-uncertainty computational problems” was also suggested by the Chair. Andy Wixom 
was suggested as a possible speaker. 

 
7. Acoustics Today: A “Sound Perspectives” article describing the CA TSG will appear in the 

Winter issue of Acoustics Today. Art Popper has also requested a technical overview of 
current topics of interest in CA. Volunteers were requested to help write the article. 
 

8. TC/TSG budget: As a TC/TSG, we have a total of $5000/calendar year, intended for: 
 

• Student Paper Awards ($1000 total per Technical Committee per year) Young presenter 
award. Ralph willing to help based on previous experience.  

• Speaker Travel Funds ($3000 total per Technical Committee per year, max amount per 
person $1500) 

• $1000 other expenses in support of the TC 
 
There was some discussion about holding a student paper competition, although there was no 
consensus about the format. R. Muehleisen agreed to help the TSG explore the options. 

 
9. JASA is looking for a Coordinating Editor for CA. If interested please speak with J. Lynch. 
 
10. M. Kamrath summarized the initiative to have a media contact(s) from each TC. Sheri 

Martinelli volunteered to represent CA.  
 
11. The ASA summit will be held in Tucson, AZ in late Feb. The future of the ASA will be 

discussed. Thoughts/concerns were solicited for potential inclusion on the agenda. 
 
12. Remote Presentation Policy Discussion: ASA is getting more requests to present remotely. 

Current policy: no remote presentation, but some exceptions have been made. Should policy 
be changed? Clarified? CA TSG opinions on this topic: Would be a disservice to society. 
Some exemptions are okay -- could be allowed for weather situations, travel difficulties, 
health, etc. Concern about technical difficulties if we have many remote presentations. 
(Refine our process for recording first.) Remote attendance to live stream papers (but not 
necessarily present) – would be willing to pay a fee. What benefit does the ASA derive from 
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a remote presentation? Face-to-face discussions are very important. Most valuable part of 
meeting is networking in hallways, socials, etc. Okay to record some presentations for later 
viewing. Concern about financial pressure – if there are remote options, sponsors, 
particularly U.S. government, might not fund travel. 

 
13. Photography policy: Current policy is that there is no photography. But the policy is 

regularly violated and is difficult to enforce. Should ASA try to enforce the policy more 
strictly? Or change it? There was consensus that ASA needs to clarify and publicize. 

 
14. Outreach to Industry: How can the ASA be relevant to industry? Specifically, how could our 

TSG promote industry engagement? Opinions: Is this truly a serious issue? What is the actual 
breakdown? (Several industry members were present at the CA meeting.) Other societies 
have strict policies on commercial presentations. Should contact more industry members to 
present (invited papers). ROI is key issue for industry, e.g., do sessions cover the kind of 
problems they are interested in. Facilitation of opportunities for recruiting would be a good 
motivator for industry participation. 

 
15. Meeting adjourned at 5:45 pm. 
 
 


